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1. Introduction 
For some years now there has been an ongoing attempt to derive information 
about the defining relations of a group from its normal subgroup structure (see e.g., 
[l-4, 91). We shall add to this knowledge here by proving the following. 
Theorem A. Let F be a free group, R a non-trivial normal subgroup of F and c > 1 an 
integer. Zf F/R is infinite, then the multiplicator Hz(F/yCR, Z) of F/y,R has a free 
abelian direct summand of rank IF/R 1 an d so in particularF/y,R is notfinitely related. 
Theorem A is similar to two theorems about the wreath product A wr B of two 
finitely generated groups A and B, viz, A wr B is infinitely related unless either B is 
finite and A isfinitely related or A is trivial and B is finitely related (G. Baumslag [l]) 
and H2(A wr B, Z) is infinitely generated unless both Hz(A, Z) and Hl(B, Z) are 
finitely generated and either B is finite or A is perfect (N. Blackburn [4]). 
There is one immediate consequence of Theorem A that is worth drawing 
attention to. 
Corollary Al. Non-nilpotent free poly-nilpotent groups have infinitely generated 
m uitiplica tor. 
Corollary Al may be viewed as a partial generalization of a recent theorem of R. 
Bieri and R. Strebel [3] which implies, in particular, that non-nilpotent free 
poly-nilpotent groups are not finitely presented (cf. also A.L. Smelkin [9]). 
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The arrangement of this paper is as follows. Notation and some preliminary 
notions will be taken care of in Section 2. In Section 3 a homomorphism rp from 
Hz(F/y,R, Z) into a free abelian group is concocted. The map ~0 is exploited in 
Sections 4 and 5 wherein the proof of Theorem A is carried out for the subcases c> 2 
and c = 2 respectively. 
An effort has been made to conform, as much as possible, to standard notation. On 
occasion, well-known facts will be drawn from homological algebra without specific 
references being given; these however can easily be found, e.g., in P.J. Hilton and 
U. Stammbach [5]. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Notation 
Let Y be a group, H, K subgroups of Y and a, b elements of Y. As usual we define 
ab = b-lab, [a, b]= a-‘b-lab 
and 
[H, K] = gp([a, blla E H, b E K). 
The lower central series 
y,Y=Y>yyzY=Y’sy,Y~.** 
of Y is defined inductively by yn+l Y = [y,,Y, Y] (n z 1). 
2.2. Lie rings 
The graded Lie ring Gr Y = @z, Gr’ Y of the group Y is, in degree i, the 
(additively written) abelian group Gr’ Y = yiY/yi+l Y with multiplication defined by 
(aYi+~ Y, byi+* Yl= [a, b]yi+j+l Y (a E YiY, b E y(Y) 
(see e.g., J.-P. Serre [El], Chapter 2). 
The tensor ring TA = @y_,TiA on the (additively written) abelian group A is the 
graded associative ring with unit which, in degree i, is the i-fold tensor power (over Z) 
T,A =A@. . *@A (i-fold), ToA = Z with the multiplication induced by 
(al@* * *Qai)(bl@* * *@bi)=al@* . *@ai@bl@* * *Qbi, 
(~1, e . a 7 Ui, bl,. . . 7 bi E A). 
To the tensor ring TA there is associated a Lie ring LTA, the tensor Lie ring on A, 
with the same underlying abelian group as TA and the Lie bracket defined by 
(u,u)=uOv- u 0 u (u, u E TA). It will be useful to define the n-fold Lie products 
(Ul, . . ., u,) = ((ur, . . . , un_,), u,) (u,, . . . , u,, E TA, n > 1). 
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2.3. Magnus embeddings 
Let G be a group written multiplicatively, ZG the integral group ring of G and IG 
the augmentation ideal of ZG. The integers Z will here always be viewed as a trivial 
left and right module over ZG. A right module over ZG will be referred to simply as 
a G-module. If A, B are G-modules, the tensor product A OB can be endowed with 
a G-module structure by defining (a @b)g = ag@ bg (a E A, b E B, g E G). This type 
of action on a tensor product will be referred to as diagonal action. By “forgetting” 
the G-module structure of A, A OB becomes a G-module, using only the structure 
of B, by defining (a 0 b)g = a 0 bg (a E A, b E B, g E G). This type of action is termed 
single action. 
Now suppose 1 + R + Fli G + 1 is an exact sequence of groups where F is a free 
group with free basis X. The ideal IF, qua F-module, turns out to be a free F-module 
on the basis {x - 11x E X} (see e.g., [5], p. 196, Theorem 5.5). The ring ZG carries a 
left F-module structure via v and the tensor product IFOF ZG becomes naturally a 
G-module with the single action. In fact IFOF ZG is a free G-module. For it is plain 
that 
ZF&ZG =&x(x - 1)ZFOpZG 
with (x - ~)ZFOFZG= ZG as G-modules. For every x EX, denote by 
r=: IFOZG+ZG the G-module projection of IFOFZG onto its x-th coordinate 
(x - l)ZFOF ZG followed by the natural G-module isomorphism 
(x - ~)ZFOFZG = ZG. The G-module IFOFZG is then simply the (internal) direct 
sum of the images im rx = ZG (x E X). 
The abelian group Rab= R/R’ carries, by conjugation, the structure of an F- 
module. Since R operates trivially, Rab may be regarded as a G-module by defining 
(rR’)(fr) = r’R’ (r E R, f~ F). 
We shall need the following result which we record here as Lemma 1 (see e.g., [5, pp. 
198-199, Theorem 6.3]), 
Lemma 1. The map p:Rab+IF@FZG given by p:rR’+(r-l)@l (riR) is a 
G-module embedding. 
It should be pointed out that Lemma 1 is due to W. Magnus [6] and the embedding 
p is customarily referred to as the Magnus embedding. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper 1 + R + F? G + 1 is an exact sequence of 
groups, F being a free group with free basis X and c > 1 a positive integer. 
3. A free abelian image for Hz(F/y,R, Z) 
3.1. The homomorphism 4~ 
As R is a subgroup of the free group F it is free by Schreier’s theorem. This implies 
that Gr R is the free Lie ring on the abelian group Rab (see e.g., J.-P. Serre [8, Chapter 
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4, p. 10, Theorem 6.11). Therefore Gr R is isomorphic, via the identity map on Rabr 
to the Lie subring S of LTRab generated by Rab (see e.g., [5], p. 236, Prop. 2.4). The 
Magnus embedding p : Rab+ IFOF ZG (Lemma 1) induces a homomorphism CL* of 
tensor Lie rings LTRab-, LT(IFOF ZG). The mapping p*, restricted to the homo- 
geneous components of degree i, is simply the canonical mapping pi : TiRab+ 
?;(IFOF ZG) defined by 
~‘:U*O* **@ai-*ai~@***@~i~ (al,...,aiERab) 
in positive degree i, and the identity on Z in degree 0. These canonical homomor- 
phisms are actually embeddings and one has then the graded Lie ring embeddings 
Y* 
GrR +2-LTR.b- Ir* LT(IFOF ZG), (1) 
where V* denotes the isomorphism between Gr R and 2 induced by the identity on 
R ab. 
Quite plainly G acts on Gr R as a group of automorphisms. For F acts on the 
homogeneous components Gr’R by conjugation with R operating trivially and the 
induced action for the quotient G commutes with the Lie multiplication: 
=(Uyi+lRfr, byi+~Rf~) (U E 78, b EyjR,fEF). 
The graded tensor Lie rings LTR,b, LT(IFOFZG) on the G-modules Rab and 
ZFQF ZG, respectively, also admit G as a group of Lie ring automorphisms. Here 
the homogeneous components TiRab, Ti(IF@F ZG) become G-modules with 
diagonal action in positive degree, trivial action in degree 0 and one notes that this 
action commutes with the Lie bracket. 
The Lie subring 9 of LTRab, being generated by the G-module Rabr can clearly be 
viewed as a G-submodule of LTRab. Indeed, it is easy to see that the restriction of the 
action of G on LTRab to Y gives rise to Lie ring automorphisms of 9. Since the Lie 
ring isomorphism ZJ* of the free Lie rings Gr R and Y is induced by the identity on 
their common basis Rab, it follows now that Y* is an isomorphism of graded 
G-modules. It is also readily apparent that CL* is an embedding of graded G- 
modules. Thus we may also view (1) as a succession of graded G-module embed- 
dings. Upon identifying Gr R with 9 one obtains then, in positive degree i, the 
G-module embeddings 
Gr’ R 2 TR,b -~‘AIF@FZG) 
vi denoting the restriction of Y* to the homogeneous component Gr’ R. 
Tensoring (2) with Z over ZG yields the canonical homomorphisms 
(2) 
(3) 
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Since IFOF ZG is a free G-module, the i-fold tensor power T~(IFOF ZG), endowed 
with diagonal G-action, also is a free G-module. The target group 
Ti((IFOF ZG)& Z of the homomorphism yipi0 1 is therefore free abelian. 
Hopf’s formula (see e.g., [5, p. 2041) gives an isomorphism 
Hz(FlYiR, Z)A (F’ A nR )l[YiR, Fl- 
Following this by the canonical isomorphism 
YBl[YiR, Fl= yiRl(yi+lR *[yiR, Fl)q (yiRlyi+lR)OG Z 
= (Gr’R)& Z 
we have proved (see (3)) in degree i = c the 
Lemma 2. The mapping cp = v’t_~‘@ 1 is a homomorphism from H2(F/ycR, Z) = 
(Gr’ R) OG Z into the free abelian group T, (IF OF ZG) OG Z. 
3.2. The image of q 
By using the explicit basis X for F, the free abelian group T,(IFO, ZG)& Z can, 
for our purposes, be described a bit more effectively. First recall from Section 2.3 that 
for each x E X, the x-th coordinate map, rr x : IFOF ZG + ZG is a G-module epi- 
morphism. If we view T,ZG as a G-module (diagonal action), it follows that for each 
c-tuple (xi,. . . , x,) E Xc the canonical map 
defined by 
(ah..., a, E ZF@F ZG) is an epimorphism of G-modules. (It is in fact straight- 
forward that the G-module TC(IFOFZG) is the direct sum of the images 
im 7r=,O- . .07rx,, (xi,. . . , x,)EX~). Tensoring with Z over ZG then gives rise to 
canonical homomorphisms 
T,(IF@,ZG)& Z *” o~““==col >(T,ZG)&Z 
for every c-tuple (xi, . . . , x,) E Xc. 
With G acting on TC_lZG diagonally, the G-module 
T,ZG = (TC_lZG)J@ZG” (diagonal action) 
and the G-module 
(TC_lZG)OZGJ (single action) 
(4) 
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are isomorphic, an isomorphism being given by 
aOg+ug-‘Og (acT,_,ZG,gcG). 
One then has the succession of isomorphisms, 
(T,ZG)& Z= (CT,-IZG)“OZG”)OG Z 
= ((T,_IZG)@ZG~)& Z 
G (Tc_IZG)@(ZG"O~ Z) = T,-IZG. 
This gives rise to an isomorphism u of abelian groups, c : (T,ZG)& 27 T,_,ZG, 
defined by 
where ‘: ZG+ZG denotes the ring anti-automorphism of ZG stemming from 
g+g-’ (gE Gl. 
In view of (4) and the isomorphism o above we make the following definition: 
Let (xi,. . . , x,) E Xc and a E T,(IF& ZG)& Z. The (xi, . . . , x,)-component of 
a is its image in Tc_lZG under the composite homomorphism (7r*, 0 - . *O rx, 0 1)~. 
In the sequel c-fold Lie products in Gr’ R of the form (a, b, . . . , b) (a, b E Rat,) will 
play an important role. The images under cp of the corresponding elements 
(a, b, . . . , b)@ 1 of (Gr’R)& Z can be described explicitly. In order to do this 
denote by ub the element a 0 b of the tensor ring TRab. An easy induction shows that 
the c-fold Lie product (a, b, . . . , b) E Gr R = 22 has the form 
z$ (_I)‘(’ 7 ‘> 6’ abc-*-i 
where (‘7’) is the binomial coefficient (c- l)!/j!(c- 1 -j)!. We see then that 
(a, b, . . . , b)vcpc is the element 
c-1 
j;o (-I)‘(‘; l)op)‘(ap)(b&-’ 
of T,(IF&ZG) (see (1) and (2)). Its image under n,,O* - .Orx, is in turn 
in T,ZG. Tensoring the composite ~~~~(rr,,O* - @r,,) with Z over ZG and 
applying finally the isomorphism u to the above element gives us 
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Lemma 3. The (xl,. . . , x,)-component of the image under cp of the element 
(a, 6,. . . , b)Ol~(GrcZ?)&Z, (a,bERA is 
in T,_,ZG. Here px denotes the composite G-module homomorphism 
R .,,r-IFC&ZGLZG (xEX). 
4. Theorem A for c > 2 
Assume R # 1 and that G = F/R is infinite. Since free groups are residually 
nilpotent and R # 1 there exists a positive integer n with R c y,F but R g (y,F)‘. Put 
S=y,F,Q=F/Sandletp:ZG + ZQ be the canonical projection of integral group 
rings. Then one has maps 
Rab L 
p. 
IF 0, ZG- ZG 
(3 
where CL, C; are Magnus embeddings (Lemma l), r=, i;, the x-th coordinate pro- 
jections and 17 is defined by v : rR’+ rS’ (r E R). This diagram is clearly commutative 
and q is not the zero map as R g S’. So there exists a E Rob and an x E X so that 
ap?r,p = aqC;7jx # 0. With this in mind one has 
Lemma 4. The images under cp of the elements (ag, a, . . . , a) 01 of (Gr’R)&Z 
(g E G) generate in T,(ZF@F ZG)& Z a free abelian group of rank IGI. 
Proof. Put a = ap?r, E ZG and note CY,, # 0 in ZQ. The (x, x, . . . , x)-component of 
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((ag, 0,. . . , a)@ l)cp is by Lemma 3 the sum 
A9 = (ag@a@“.@a)a’ 
- 
(6) 
+(_1)‘4 c-1 ( > C- 2 (a @a 0. * *@ag)a’ 
+(-l)‘_’ (ag-‘@ag-‘a* * .Oag-‘)a’ 
in T,_,ZG. The lemma will be proven once we show that the elements A, (gE G) 
generate a free abelian subgroup of TcmIZG of rank ]G]. To facilitate the proof of 
this statement we shall refer to the summands of the expression A, given by (6) in the 
obvious way, viz, we refer to (ag 0 a 0. - * 0 a)a’ as the first summand, to 
(a @agO* ~~~a)a’asthesecondsummand,...,to(ag-’~ag-’~~~~~ag-‘)cu’ 
as the c-th (and last) summand. 
We claim firstly that the last summand of (6) is never zero. To see this let 
P ‘-’ : T,_,ZG + T,-,ZQ be the canonical map between the tensor powers stemming 
from the canonical projection p :ZG +ZQ. The Q-module T,-IZQ (diagonal 
action) becomes a G-module via p, i.e., ag = a (gp) (a E T,-IZQ, g E G) and SO pc-’ is 
a G-module homomorphism. Set p = ap and q = gp; then one has 
P ‘-l: (age’@ * . -@age’)a’+(@q-‘0. - .@pq-‘)p’ 
in T,_,ZQ with p # 0. Recall that by definition Q is a (possibly trivial) torsion-free 
nilpotent group (see e.g., J.-P. Serre [8, Chapter 4, p. 10, Corollary 6.21) and 
therefore admits a linear ordering which is compatible with both left and right 
multiplication in Q (B.H. Neumann [7]). Choose such an ordering on Q and write p 
in the form 
The ordering on Q induces a natural ordering (lexicographic) on the basis consisting 
of the elements qlO. - .@qc-l (qi E Q) of the free abelian group T,_lZQ. The 
element (/3q-‘O. * -@pq-‘)p’ can then be expressed as a sum of basis elements of 
the form 
ri,q -‘ry’ @* * .@ric_,q-‘r7’ (1 s iI,. . . , ic_l, jSs). 
Because the order is compatible with both left and right multiplication in Q, the 
ordering rl < - . . <r, implies that rlq-‘r;’ s r,q-‘r;’ s riq-*ri* for all integers 1 s i, 
j s s with equalities holding only if i = 1 and j = s. It is then clear that under pc-‘, the 
basis element rlq-‘r;’ 0. . .@rlq-‘r;’ occurs in the image of (ag-‘0. * *Oag-‘)a 
with coefficient z ;-‘zl # 0. This proves the claim that the last summand of (6) is never 
zero. 
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Our next move will be to show that the sum A, itself can be zero only on a finite 
exceptional set E contained in G. Denote supp a (the support of a) by A. As two 
basis elements glO. * .Og,_r and hr@. * .Oh,_r (gi, hi E G) of the free abelian 
group T,_IZG are equal only if gi = hi (1~ i s c - l), a basis element occurring in the 
last summand of (6) can coincide with a basis element occurring in one of the other 
summands only if an equation of the form arg-‘a;’ = a3a41 holds, where 
al, uz, ~3, a4 E A. So if E = A-‘AA-‘A and g& E, then A, # 0. 
Finally, we show the elements A, (g E G\E) contain a linearly independent subset 
A, (g E L) with IL1 = IGI. F or suppose now that two non-zero elements Ag and Ah of 
T,_,ZG defined by (6) involve the same basis element. If this basis element occurs in 
the same summand for both expressions one finds that there exist elements a,, a~, u3 
and u4 in A such that either alga;’ =u3hu4’ or ulg-‘u;‘= u3h-‘u;‘. If on the 
other hand, the basis element occurs in different summands of A,, Ah there either 
exist elements ai, . . . , UREA such that alga;’ =u3u4’ and u~/Iu~~ =u,us’ or at 
least one of g, h belongs to E. The finiteness of A then implies that the basis elements 
involved in the expression for a fixed non-zero element A9 (g E G\E) are different 
from those involved in all but a finite number of the non-zero elements in 
{hhlh E G\E}. Therefore there exists a subset L of G\E, having the same cardi- 
nality as G, such that the elements A, (g E L) are nonzero and involve distinct 
basis elements. It follows that the elements A, (gE L) freely generate a free 
abelian subgroup of T,-,ZG of rank /Cl. and this completes the proof of the 
lemma. Cl 
With c > 2, Theorem A now readily follows from the 
Proposition 1. The multiplicutor H2(F/yCR, Z) of F/ y,R contains a free ubeliun direct 
summund of rank IF/RI. 
Proof. The image of Hz(F/yCR, Z) under the homomorphism rp is, by Lemma 2, a 
free abelian group. Since the image of cp contains a free abelian subgroup of rank 
IF/RI (Lemma 4), we conclude that H2(F/yCR, Z) has indeed a free abelian direct 
summand of rank (F/RI. 0 
5. Theorem A for c = 2 
5.1. The image of cp 
In case c = 2 the formula of Lemma 3 simplifies considerably. If a, b are elements 
of Rab and x, y E X, the (x, y)-component of the image under cp of the element 
(a, b)O 1 E (Gr’ R)@G Z is the element in ZG given by 
(7) 
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where CL, is the composite G-module homomorphism 
(see Lemma 3). 
Assume R # 1 and that G = F/R is infinite. The proof of Theorem A for c = 2 
splits into two subcases determined by whether or not G has a torsion-free nilpotent 
image of the same cardinality as G. 
5.2. Subcase I 
Assume that G = F/R can be mapped onto a torsion-free nilpotent group Q = F/S 
of the same cardinality as G. This happens, for example, if R c F’. Since R # 1 and F 
is residually nilpotent, S can be chosen in such a way that R z S’. For if R c S’ then 
one has R c F’ = yzF and so &here exists an integer n 3 2 with R g y,,F, R sz (y,F)’ 
and G maps onto F/y,,F, a torsion-free nilpotent group of the same cardinality as G. 
For such a choice of S one has the commutative diagram (cf. (5)) 
R 
* xx 
ab-IFO~ZG-ZG 
S ah- IFOFZQ - Z-Q 
where p is the canonical ring homomorphism, and TJ is not the zero map. So there 
exists.a E Rab and x E X such that aplrxp # 0. Keeping these choices in mind we shall 
prove 
Lemma 5. The images under cp of the elements (ag, a)@ 1 of (Gr* R)& Z (g E G) 
generate in T2(IFO~ ZG)& Z a free abelian group of rank IGI. 
Proof. Put (Y =apmx EZG and note (up # 0 in ZQ. The (x,x)-component of 
((ag, a)@ 1)cp is by (7) the element 
Ag = (cYg)a’- a(cxg)‘=a(g-g-‘)a’ 
in ZG. To prove the lemma it will be sufficient o prove that the A, (g E G) generate in 
ZG a free abelian group of rank JG]. 
The images under p of the elements As have the form p(q - q-‘)P’ where p = ap 
and q = gp. The elements p (q - q-‘)p’ (q E Q) generate in ZQ a free abelian group of 
rank IQ1 = JG]. For Q, being a torsion-free nilpotent group, can be ordered [7] and so 
ZQ has no zero-divisors. The elements p(q - q-‘)p’ (q > 1) are then easily seen to be 
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Z-linearly independent and their cardinality is IQ1 = IGI. It now follows that the 
preimages A, (g E G) generate in ZG a free abelian group of rank IGI. 0 
5.3. Subcase II 
Assume that G = F/R cannot be mapped onto a torsion-free nilpotent group of 
the same cardinality as G. Then, in particular, F/FIR z G/G’ cannot have any 
torsion-free images of cardinal IGI. Since R # 1 and F/R is infinite there exist two 
basis elements X, y E X and positive integers m, n such that .rrn, y” E F’R. It follows 
that R contains elements r, s of the form r = xmu, s = y”u where u, u E F’. Put a = rR’ 
and b = sR’: then 
Lemma 6. The images under cp of rhe elements (ag, b)O 1 of (Gr’ R)@c Z (g E G) 
generate in T~(ZF&ZG)OG Z a free abelian group of rank IGI. 
Proof. Set a, = apu7r, amd PX = bprx in ZG. The (x, y)-component of ((ag, b)@ l)cp 
is by (7) the element 
in ZG. We need only prove that the A, (g E G) generate in ZG a free abelian group of 
rank IGI. To prove this we first show that A, is never zero. In order to show A, is never 
zero consider the commutative diagram (see (5) with S = F and Q = 1) 
R P ab - ZFO,ZGrr”ZG 
where p is the canonical ring homomorphism induced by the trivial map of G into Z 
sending every g E G into 1 E Z. Notice that 
a?@ = x”‘uR’~f.2 = xmF’; 
= (x” -l)@l=(x-1)(1+x+. * .+x”_‘)@l 
=(x-l)@m, 
and 
bq& = y”vR’r$ = y”F’& 
=(y”-l)Ol=(y-1)(1+y+* * .+y”_‘)@l 
= (y - l)@n 
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in Z (see Lemma 1). It is not hard then to see that 
=mn 
for every g E G, and so Ac is never zero. 
If now two elements An, Ah have intersecting support, then at kaSt one of 
alga;’ = b,h&‘, u,gu;’ = b3h-‘641, u3g-‘u4’ = b,hb;’ or a3g-‘uT* = b3h-‘6;’ 
must hold for some a I, 61 E supp CY, ; a~,62 E supp P,; ~3, b3 E SUPP Px; ~4, b4 E SUPP ay 
(cf. Lemma 4). As supp a,, supp &, supp pX and supp a,, are all finite, a fixed 
A, (g E G) can have overlapping support with only a finite number of elements in 
{Ah 1 h E G}. 
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